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ZBrush 4 Sculpting for Games: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Since ZBrush was released, it dramatically changed the way game art is created. It is unmatched in its speed for creating highly detailed models and thus, is widely used in the games and film industry. We could even say that if you want to be a game artist today, ZBrush is considered a standard.


	A few years ago, ZBrush was used...
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IBM Lotus Domino: Classic Web Application Development TechniquesPackt Publishing, 2011

	Creating web pages was fairly straight-forward—in the early 1990's. Today, there are many, often competing technologies available for creating a web experience. Remarkably, all these differing technologies and strategies interoperate in a relatively seamless way to serve the billions of people who use the World Wide Web and the...
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ADempiere 3.6 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	ADempiere is one of the leading open source ERP products in today's business market. ADempiere offers everything you need to make your business successful. Efficient data management, streamlining business processes, reduction in costs, and minimal complexity.


	Written in a cookbook style, this book offers solutions using a...
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jQuery 1.4 Animation Techniques: Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Since the first jQuery homepage in 2006, an interactive example introduced visitors to jQuery with a single line of code, and a button to run that code. When clicked, it added a class to a hidden paragraph, and animated that paragraph to become visible.


	Today, in late 2010, the API documentation has 15 methods listed in the Effects...
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Apache Axis2 Web ServicesPackt Publishing, 2011

	SOA, in practicality web services, is becoming the enabler for application integration. Since the introduction of web services, Apache Software Foundation has played a major role and produced several good web services frameworks. This book covers the defector Java Web Service framework, also known as Apache Axis2. This book covers several...
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OpenCart 1.4 Template Design CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Templates in OpenCart provide a powerful way to make your site look exactly the way you want either using a single template for the entire site or a separate template for each site section. Although it sounds like an easy task to build and maintain templates, it can be challenging

	to get beyond the basics and customize templates to...
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ASP.NET 4 Social NetworkingPackt Publishing, 2011

	Social networking has become a driving force on the Internet. Many people are part of at least one social network, while more often people are members of many different communities. For this reason many business people are trying to capitalize on this movement and are in a rush to put up their own social network. As the growth of social...
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GIMP 2.6 cookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The GIMP project was started in 1995 by Peter Mattis and Spencer Kimball, and is now maintained by a group of volunteers under the auspices of the GNU Project. The first release was in January 1996, The latest version of GIMP, version 2.6.1, was released on December 21, 2010. Available under the terms of the GNU General Public License, GIMP...
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Away3D 3.6 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	Away3D is an impressive technology, and this book is focused on showing you how to create practical and fun 3D Flash applications with plenty of step-by-step examples, tips to help you avoid common mistakes, plain English explanations of the concepts and techniques used by Away3D, and honest advice to help you understand some of the...
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Core Data iOS EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	Since its invention, iPhone has been inspiring developers around the world to develop applications for it. Several applications can be built for iPhone, which include Web applications, Native iPhone applications, Games, Weather, News applications, Data driven applications, and so on.


	Looking at the huge demand of developing data...
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BlackBerry Enterprise Server 5 Implementation GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	BlackBerry Enterprise Server is a platform that extends corporate messaging and collaboration services to BlackBerry devices. It supports management and administration of devices, and also supports deployment of third-party applications on the BlackBerry device platform. The basics of installing BlackBerry Enterprise Server are familiar for...
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Oracle Siebel CRM 8 Developer's HandbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Siebel CRM, Oracles' market-leading Customer Relationship Management software, can be tailored to customers needs. In this book, the ambitious developer will learn how to safely implement customer requirements in Siebel CRM using Siebel Tools, Siebel's own integrated development environment.


	This book is a complete...
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